Influence of long-term changes in solar irradiance forcing on the Southern Annular Mode
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Abstract. The Southern Annular Mode (SAM) is the leading mode of climate variability in the extratropical Southern Hemisphere, with major regional climate impacts. Observations, reconstructions, and historical climate simulations all show positive trends in the SAM since the 1960s; however, earlier trends in palaeoclimate SAM reconstructions cannot be reconciled with last millennium simulations. There are also large differences in the magnitude of solar irradiance change between various solar reconstructions, although most last millennium climate simulations have relied on a low-amplitude solar-forcing scenario. Here we investigate the sensitivity of the SAM to solar irradiance variations using simulations with a range of constant solar-forcing values and last millennium transient simulations with varying amplitude solar-forcing scenarios. We find the mean SAM state can be significantly altered by solar irradiance changes and that transient last millennium simulations using a high-amplitude solar scenario have an improved and significant agreement with proxy-based SAM reconstructions. Our findings suggest that the effects of solar forcing on high-latitude climate may not be adequately incorporated in most last millennium simulations due to solar irradiance changes that are too small and/or the absence of interactive atmospheric chemistry in the global climate models used for these palaeoclimate simulations.

1 Introduction

The evolution of climate over the last millennium provides a unique setting for determining how modes of climate variability respond to natural and anthropogenic forcing. The temporal evolution of external forcings (such as atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations, volcanic eruptions, and changes in solar irradiance) is reasonably well understood over the last millennium (Schmidt et al., 2011, 2012; Jungclaus et al., 2017), allowing their effects on climate to be explored using global climate models. Such simulations have primarily been compared to proxy-based reconstructions of global or hemispheric mean temperature (PAGES 2k-PMIP3 group, 2015; Neukom et al., 2018; PAGES 2k Consortium, 2019) or analysed for changes in tropical or Northern Hemisphere modes of climate variability (Ortega et al., 2015; Otto-Bliesner et al., 2016). There is considerably less palaeoclimate data available in the Southern Hemisphere (PAGES2K Consortium, 2017), and investigations into the influence of external forcings on Southern Hemisphere climate variability are scarce. Despite this, evidence exists that major changes in Southern Hemisphere climate variability occurred during the last millennium, including via the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) (Abram et al., 2014; Dätwyler et al., 2018).

The SAM, also known as the Antarctic Oscillation (AAO), is the leading pattern of atmospheric variability in the extratropical Southern Hemisphere. SAM variability describes changes in the strength and position of the westerly wind belt
(or mid-latitude westerly jet) over the Southern Ocean and is represented by zonally opposing geopotential height anomalies between the mid-latitudes (~40°S) and high latitudes (~65°S; Thompson and Wallace, 2000; Marshall, 2003). A positive phase of the SAM is characterised by negative pressure anomalies over Antarctica compared to positive pressure anomalies at mid-latitudes (Marshall, 2003) and a poleward contraction of the westerly jet. Changes in the SAM have important impacts on temperature and precipitation across the Southern Hemisphere, with particularly strong influences on weather across Australia, New Zealand, South America, southern Africa, and Antarctica (Gillett et al., 2006; Sen Gupta and England, 2006; Hendon et al., 2007). For example, a positive SAM is associated with cool and wet conditions across most of southern Australia (excluding Tasmania) (Gillett et al., 2006; Sen Gupta and England, 2006; Hendon et al., 2007; Fogt and Marshall, 2020); cool and dry conditions across the Antarctic continent contrasted with warm and wet conditions along the Antarctic Peninsula (Fogt and Marshall, 2020); and warm and dry conditions in New Zealand, Tasmania, and southern South America (Gillett et al., 2006).

Characterisation of the SAM over the past century has relied on observational records and/or reanalysis modelling (Marshall, 2003; Fan and Wang, 2004; Fogt et al., 2009; Visbeck, 2009). Short and sparse Antarctic climate observations mean that SAM variability is directly measured only since 1957 (Marshall, 2003). Seasonal SAM reconstructions from limited observations, primarily in the mid-latitudes, extend the instrumental record back to 1865 for austral summer and autumn and 1905 for winter (Fogt et al., 2009; Jones et al., 2009). Observations and reanalyses have shown a robust positive trend in the SAM since the mid-20th century that is most pronounced in summer (Marshall, 2003; Fogt and Marshall, 2020) and has been primarily linked to the depletion of stratospheric ozone (Thompson and Solomon, 2002; Gillett and Thompson, 2003; Son et al., 2009; Polvani et al., 2011a; Thompson et al., 2011; Grise et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2016; Banerjee et al., 2020), with contributions from increasing atmospheric greenhouse gases, internal variability, and tropical decadal variability (e.g. Fyfe et al., 1999; Kushner et al., 2001; Shindell and Schmidt, 2004; Arblaster and Meehl, 2006; Yang et al., 2020). During all other seasons, the positive SAM trends have been mainly attributed to increasing greenhouse gases (year-round trends) (Polvani et al., 2011b; Thompson et al., 2011). Analysis of historical simulations from the fifth Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) has also found a significant response of the SAM in all seasons to solar forcing; however, the amplitude of this response is small compared to internal variability and anthropogenic forcing and unlikely to be identifiable in observations (Gillett and Fyfe, 2013). Future climate simulations suggest that increasing greenhouse gases will cause further positive trends in the SAM (e.g. Wang and Cai, 2013; Gillett and Fyfe, 2013; Goyal et al., 2021). In summer the trends are more uncertain as the changes in SAM will depend on the opposing forcing from ozone recovery (Banerjee et al., 2020) and increasing greenhouse gases (Arblaster et al., 2011; Meehl et al., 2012; Barnes and Polvani, 2013). The positive trend in austral summer SAM has paused since the 2000s due to stratospheric ozone recovery resulting from the Montreal Protocol (Banerjee et al., 2020).

Palaeoclimate proxies (i.e. ice cores, tree rings, stalagmites, corals, lake records, etc.) have been used to reconstruct the SAM back through time, presenting a long-term picture of the natural variability of the SAM prior to recent anthropogenic forcing (Abram et al., 2014; Dätwyler et al., 2018; Saunders et al., 2018; Villalba et al., 2012). Proxy-based reconstructions indicate that the SAM experiences a large amount of natural variability that may be intrinsic (unforced) or a response to natural external forcing, while SAM variability may also feed back to force climate changes through modulating CO₂ outgassing from the Southern Ocean (Saunders et al., 2018) and Antarctic sea ice extent (Crostoa et al., 2021). During the last millennium, a minimum in the SAM index (i.e. negative SAM) occurred during the 1400s, and a positive trend in the SAM (with superimposed interannual to century-scale variability) is evident since this time (Fig. 1a). Anthropogenic forcing of the positive SAM trend since the mid-20th century has now moved the mean state of the SAM to its most positive state over at least the last 1000 years (Abram et al., 2014).

Climate simulations of the SAM response to rising atmospheric greenhouse gas levels and stratospheric ozone depletion over the last century compare reasonably well to observations and proxy data (Miller et al., 2006; Raphael and Holland, 2006; Swart and Fyfe, 2012; Gillett and Fyfe, 2013; Zheng et al., 2013). However, further back in time, models are unable to reproduce the structure or magnitude of pre-industrial SAM trends that are reconstructed from proxies (Abram et al., 2014). This could be due to errors in the reconstructions or a systematic issue in the way the SAM is forced or represented in current climate models (Abram et al., 2014; Gillett and Fyfe, 2013). Visually, the temporal evolution of the reconstructed SAM over the last millennium resembles some of the characteristics of long-term changes in solar irradiance over this time (Fig. 1a–c).

Variations in the solar constant (i.e. the rate at which energy reaches the Earth’s surface from the sun) have previously been suggested as an important driver of the SAM on observational timescales (Kuroda et al., 2007; Kuroda and Kodera, 2005; Kuroda and Shibata, 2006; Roscoe and Haigh, 2007; Lu et al., 2011). The solar constant varies naturally in an 11-year solar cycle, and recent work using changes in radiocarbon (¹³C) from annually resolved and accurately dated tree rings confirms that the 11-year cycle was present throughout the last millennium (Brehm et al., 2021) (Fig. 1d). Other proxies (e.g. cosmogenic isotopes such as beryllium-10, ¹⁰Be) also indicate that longer-term trends in solar forcing occur on century and millennial scales (Steinilber et al., 2009; Gray et al., 2010). During the last millennium, so-
Figure 1. Reconstructed SAM and solar variability over the last millennium. (a) Observation-based mean annual SAM indices (normalised units) of Marshall (2003) (red) and Fogt et al. (2009) (orange) and the reconstructed SAM index of Abram et al. (2014) (A14, blue) and Dätwyler et al. (2018) (D18, black; see Sect. 2.1 for an explanation of the difference in magnitude between the SAM reconstructions). The reconstructions are plotted as a 7-year moving average for the annual SAM index (thin lines) with a 70-year LOESS filter (thick lines), while 7-year moving averages are shown for the observational data. (b) Total solar irradiance reconstructions for the last millennium, including Steinhilber et al. (2009) (blue) and a modified version of Steinhilber et al. (2009) (green), where the amplitude of the variations relative to the long-term mean has been increased by a factor of 2 and Shapiro et al. (2011) (purple). For comparison with the current high-amplitude scenario, we also include the PMOD reconstruction from PMIP4 (Jungclaus et al., 2017) (orange). Note that PMOD has been normalised to $1365 \text{ W m}^{-2}$ to be comparable to the other solar reconstructions presented here. (c) Solar irradiance values for our solar constant experiments, with the experiment name provided in parentheses. (d) Solar modulation parameter reconstruction for the last millennium based on radiocarbon from annually resolved and dated tree rings (Brehm et al., 2021) and shown as monthly resolution (thin lines) and a 70-year moving average (thick lines).

Solar modulation reached a minimum during the Spörer (1388–1558 CE) and Maunder (1621–1718 CE) grand solar minima events.

Precise observations of solar irradiance (via satellites) are only available from 1978 onward, and thus reconstructions of past changes in the magnitude of solar irradiance rely directly or indirectly on the relationship between proxies (e.g. $^{14}$C, $^{10}$Be, sunspot properties) and solar irradiance, combined with processing and calibration. Consequently, there are different published magnitudes for solar irradiance.
changes during the last millennium (Fig. 1b); however, the reconstructions are broadly similar in their temporal history of changes in solar forcing. Many solar reconstructions (including those outlined in the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project, phase 3 (PMIP3) v1.0 protocol; Schmidt et al., 2011) have a \(\sim 1.5 \text{ W m}^{-2}\) peak-to-peak variation in total solar irradiance (TSI) between the present day and the Maunder Minimum period (Judge et al., 2012). A high-amplitude (\(\sim 6 \text{ W m}^{-2}\) peak-to-peak variation) solar reconstruction (Shapiro et al., 2011) was also included as part of the PMIP3 v1.1 protocol (Schmidt et al., 2012), but it has been argued that this reconstruction overestimates the changes in TSI by a factor of 2 due to the model used in their methodology (Judge et al., 2012). Phase 4 of the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project (PMIP4) provides an alternative solar irradiance scenario (“PMOD”) derived using a similar approach to Shapiro et al. (2011) and Judge et al. (2012), with a Maunder Minimum to present amplitude of \(\sim 3.4 \text{ W m}^{-2}\) (Jungclaus et al., 2017), which is almost half the amplitude of Shapiro et al. (2011) but still considerably larger than alternative solar reconstructions for the last millennium. This PMOD reconstruction is currently considered to be the “upper limit” on the magnitude of solar irradiance change (Jungclaus et al., 2017). Existing last millennium climate simulations have almost exclusively been run using the low-amplitude solar-forcing scenarios (e.g. Steinilhber et al., 2009) and in model set-ups that do not accommodate solar-relevant atmospheric chemistry or wavelength specification. This raises the possibility that the effects of solar forcing may not have been adequately included in last millennium simulations, potentially accounting for data–model discrepancies.

Here we explore the sensitivity of the SAM to variations in solar forcing in an attempt to understand if variations in solar irradiance may have affected SAM variability over the last millennium (Fig. 1). We explore simulations with constant solar-forcing values that correspond to the range of total solar irradiance values from the high-amplitude solar reconstruction of Shapiro et al. (2011) and additional extreme solar-forcing values. In addition, we investigate transient simulations for the last millennium using intermediate- and high-amplitude solar-forcing scenarios that complement existing low-amplitude transient solar-forcing experiments. Our findings demonstrate that the mean state of the SAM can be significantly altered by changes in solar irradiance and that transient solar forcing of a magnitude equivalent to high-amplitude scenarios for the last millennium are sufficient for a significant solar effect on the SAM to become evident despite the large magnitude of internal SAM variability. Last millennium simulations using high-amplitude solar forcing show an improved agreement with proxy-based SAM reconstructions, suggesting that the effects of solar forcing may not be adequately represented in current last millennium climate model simulations.

## 2 Methods

### 2.1 Reconstructions

The last millennium reconstructions that we use in this study are for the annual mean SAM index. These are based on (i) a multiproxy network spanning Antarctica and South America where the temperature anomalies caused by SAM variations are strong (Abram et al., 2014) and (ii) an extensive network of proxies from across the Southern Hemisphere using a long calibration period and a correlation plus stationarity criterion for proxy selection (Dätwyler et al., 2018). Hereafter, these SAM reconstructions are referred to as A14 (Abram et al., 2014) and D18 (Dätwyler et al., 2018). The A14 and D18 reconstructions share similar features in their long-term trends (Fig. 1a) despite potential regional biases in the proxy networks used for the reconstructions and uncertainty related to non-stationary proxy–SAM relationships (Huiskamp and McGregor, 2021; Hessl et al., 2017). Both reconstructions indicate that the most negative phase of SAM conditions occurred during the 1400s prior to a progressive, multi-century positive trend in the SAM since the 1400s, including the rapid 20th century increase in the SAM. Both reconstructions also record strong interannual to centennial variability on top of these long-term trends, with this characteristic particularly evident in the A14 reconstruction.

The A14 and D18 reconstructions were both developed using the instrumental SAM index as a calibration target (i.e. Marshall, 2003, and Fogt et al., 2009, respectively); however, the A14 reconstruction displays a larger magnitude of variability (Fig. 1a). This difference in magnitude is due to differences in the way the annual SAM index can be calculated from instrumental data (Fig. 2). For example, the instrumental SAM index (Marshall, 2003; http://www.nerc-bas.ac.uk/icd/gjma/sam.html, last access: 14 April 2021) is publicly available in both monthly and annual resolutions. Here, the annual-resolution SAM index is calculated directly using the differences of annual means of mean sea level pressure (MSLP) data at 40 and 65° S. Alternatively, the monthly resolution SAM data (calculated from differences of monthly means of MSLP data at 40 and 65° S) can be used to then calculate annual averages of the SAM. The two approaches result in similar trends and interannual variability of the SAM; however, the magnitude of the directly calculated annual SAM index is 2.7 times larger than the annual mean SAM derived from the monthly SAM index (Fig. 2).

The A14 and D18 SAM reconstructions both use an annual SAM index as their calibration target, but A14 used a calibration annual mean SAM index calculated from annual data (i.e. red line in Fig. 2), while D18 used a calibration annual mean SAM index calculated from monthly data (e.g. orange line in Fig. 2). Consequently, while the two reconstructions produce similar patterns and trends of annual SAM variability during the last millennium, they have markedly different magnitudes of change due to differences in the in-
Instrumental calibration data used (Fig. 3a). To confirm this, we recalculate the A14 reconstruction using the alternate calibration target (i.e. calibrated to the annual SAM index derived from monthly SAM data, as in the D18 reconstruction). This rescaled reconstruction (referred to hereafter as A14-rescaled) has interannual to centennial variability and trends in the last millennium that are of similar magnitude as the D18 reconstruction (Fig. 3b), confirming that the source of apparent discrepancy between the A14 and D18 reconstructions is primarily due to the different instrumental targets used to calibrate the reconstructions.

In this study, we use the A14, D18, and A14-rescaled SAM reconstructions as indicators of temporal changes in the mean state of SAM during the last millennium. These are used in data–model comparisons to determine if different solar-forced model simulations are able to reproduce characteristics of reconstructed SAM changes during the last millennium.

2.2 Model simulations

The model simulations in this study were performed using the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation Mark 3L (CSIRO Mk3L) coupled climate system model, version 1.2 (Phipps et al., 2011, 2012, 2013). CSIRO Mk3L is a fully coupled general circulation model that includes components describing the atmosphere, ocean, sea ice, and land surface. The horizontal resolution of the atmosphere, sea ice, and land surface models is $5.6^\circ \times 3.2^\circ$ in the longitudinal and latitudinal dimensions, respectively, with 18 vertical levels. The horizontal resolution of the ocean model is $2.8^\circ \times 1.6^\circ$, with 21 vertical levels. CSIRO Mk3L was used within this study as it is computationally efficient, allowing for many multi-century- to millennia-scale experiments to be performed.

We investigate how the SAM changes in a series of “solar constant” experiments and transient experiments. Specifically, we perform the following experiments.

a. Seven solar constant experiments are performed, where the solar constant (i.e. TSI, with no wavelength dependence) was changed to capture the range of proxy-based realistic solar values in the Shapiro reconstruction ($-7, -3, +1$, and $+3$ W m$^{-2}$ anomalies relative to a 1365 W m$^{-2}$ control) and unrealistic extreme solar forcings (e.g. $-15, +7$, and $+35$ W m$^{-2}$ anomalies) to test the response of the model (Fig. 1c). These experiments use pre-industrial CO$_2$ (280 ppm), and we run each experiment to equilibrium. In our analysis of the model output we primarily focus on the transient response of the SAM to the changed solar constant within the first 200 years of each run (Fig. 4), where the climate has not yet equilibrated to the new solar forcing. These experiments are referred to using their solar constant anomaly value (e.g. S$-7, S+3$, etc.)

b. Three-member ensembles of transient experiments using three solar-forcing scenarios for the last millennium are performed. These transient experiments were initialised from the control used in Phipps et al. (2013) (refer to Phipps et al., 2013, for further details), and all examples include orbital, greenhouse gas, and solar forcings. The first ensemble is the orbital–greenhouse gases–solar (OGS) ensemble first published in Phipps et al. (2013), which uses the Steinhilber et al. (2009) solar forcing. We build upon this OGS ensemble by performing additional experiments with modified solar forcing (Fig. 1b). The second ensemble of transient experiments uses an amplified Steinhilber et al. (2009) forcing, where the magnitude of the transient solar-forcing anomaly relative to the long-term mean is doubled (hereafter referred to as OGS-x2). The third ensemble of transient experiments uses the Shapiro et al. (2011) high-amplitude solar forcing that was included as a last millennium forcing option in the PMIP3 v1.1 protocol (Schmidt et al., 2012) and is hereafter referred to as OGS–Shapiro. The CSIRO Mk3L model does not include interactive chemistry, and we do not prescribe ozone variations scaled to the solar forcing in our experiments in an attempt to replicate the response of atmospheric chemistry during the last millennium. Each experiment was run for 1–2000 CE. Here, we focus our analysis on 850–1900 CE to avoid the influence of strong anthropogenic greenhouse gas forcings after 1900.

We supplement our transient experiments with CSIRO Mk3L using previously published simulations based on the HadCM3 model (“Euroclim500”; Schurer et al., 2014).
These simulations include one full-forcing ensemble member for 800–2000 CE, three full-forcing ensemble members for 1400–2000 CE, four “weak-solar-only” ensemble members for 1400–2000 CE, and one “solar-Shapiro-only” run for 800–2000 CE using the solar reconstruction from Shapiro et al. (2011). Forcings used in the HadCM3 experiments follow the PMIP3 protocol (Schmidt et al., 2011, 2012); specifically, the solar reconstruction used in the full-forcing and weak solar runs is based on a combination of Steinhilber et al. (2009) (for times prior to 1810) and Wang et al. (2005) (for 1810–2000 CE) (see Schurer et al., 2014, for further details). We note that both our CSIRO Mk3L experiments and these HadCM3 experiments do not have an interactive ozone.

The SAM index was calculated for each model run using the following definition taken from Gong and Wang (1999):

\[ \text{SAM} = P^{*}_{40^\circ \text{S}} - P^{*}_{65^\circ \text{S}}, \]

where \( P^* \) is the normalised annual zonal mean MSLP anomaly in the model relative to climatology. For the solar constant experiments, we use the solar constant (1365 W m\(^{-2}\)) control run as our climatology. This allows us to assess the effect of modifying the solar constant anomaly on the SAM mean state in the other solar constant experiment relative to the 1365 W m\(^{-2}\) control. We use a Welch’s \( t \) test and a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test to assess the difference between our solar constant experiments and the control run. In the transient experiments we use the 1900–1999 CE period as our climatology to assess pre-industrial changes in the SAM mean state over the last millennium, and use a Wilcoxon rank-sum test, linear least-squares regression, and bootstrapping approach to compare our transient experiments with its radiative forcing and the SAM reconstructions.
3 Results

3.1 Solar constant experiments

The solar constant experiments demonstrate how changes in the intensity of solar forcing influence the SAM mean and extreme states (Figs. 5, 6). The distribution of the mean annual SAM index is significantly different from the control in the S−15, S−7, and S+35 experiments (based on Welch’s t test, $P < 0.05$, see Fig. 5a). In particular, changing the solar constant results in a mean shift in the SAM but no significant difference in the magnitude of SAM variability about this mean shift (using a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, $P > 0.05$) (Fig. 5a). This mean shift in the SAM results in a change in the number of extreme events (outside $±2σ$ of the control run), whereby a reduced solar forcing (i.e. $S−15$, $S−7$, and $S−3$) results in an increase in extreme negative SAM events and decrease in extreme positive SAM events and vice versa for the increased solar-forcing experiments (Fig. 5b).

The spatial patterns of anomalies in the solar constant experiments demonstrate the consistent influences that changes in solar intensity have on the SAM and Southern Hemisphere climate (Fig. 5c–h). Negative solar-forcing anomalies result in a decrease in MSLP over the Southern Hemisphere mid-latitudes and an increase in MSLP over the Antarctic, and thus a reduced meridional pressure gradient between these zones (Fig. 5c, f–g). This is associated with an enhancement of the surface temperature gradient between the mid-latitudes and Antarctica (Fig. 5d; i.e. Antarctica cools more than the mid-latitudes) and decreased westerly wind anomalies in the Southern Ocean jet (Fig. 5e), leading to a mean negative shift in the SAM index and an increase in the number of extreme negative SAM events relative to extreme positive events. The opposite is also true with positive solar forcing, which leads to increased MSLP over the mid-latitudes and decreased MSLP over Antarctica and consequently strengthens the meridional pressure gradient and the westerly wind jet. This results in a more positive mean SAM, with an increase in the frequency of extreme positive SAM events. We note that there is an asymmetry in the effect of changing the solar constant, with a larger response seen in the negative solar constant experiments (i.e. $S−3$, $S−7$) than the positive solar constant anomalies (i.e. $S+3$, $S+7$) (Fig. 5a–e). The solar constant experiments also show that the magnitude of MSLP change over the Antarctic ($65° S$) is larger than over the mid-latitudes ($40° S$) in response to changes in solar forcing (Fig. 5c).

3.2 Transient experiments for the last millennium

The transient simulations build upon our findings from the solar constant experiments by modelling the time evolution of the SAM index during the last millennium based on different amplitudes of transient solar forcing (Figs. 7, 8). The simulations also include transient orbital and greenhouse gas forcing, and thus we express the results using radiative forcing (i.e. the combined radiative forcing of orbital, greenhouse gas, and solar instead of solar irradiance only) and focus on pre-industrial times (i.e. prior to 1900). The ensemble mean SAM index from the low solar amplitude OGS experiments (Phipps et al., 2013) is not significantly correlated with the radiative forcing. This indicates that the low-amplitude solar forcing in these simulations is not large enough to modulate the mean SAM state in a way that is detectable beyond the magnitude of unforced internal SAM variability. We additionally find that the OGS-ensemble mean is largely within...
the range of unforced internal SAM variability during the last millennium (Fig. 7c), where our internal variability is represented using the ±2σ range from the orbital-only (O) simulations (Fig. 7a). We further assess this relationship by applying a bootstrapping approach to randomly reorder the OGS ensemble mean SAM (N = 10000) and find that the OGS SAM index is not significantly correlated with its radiative forcing any more than could be explained by a random distribution of the model data. However, the ensemble mean SAM index from the intermediate solar amplitude OGS-x2 experiments is positively correlated with radiative forcing for pre-industrial times (r = 0.43, P < 0.05, effective sample size Neff = 15.8; based on 70-year moving averages stepped by 35 years, with effective sample size taking into account lag-1 autocorrelation of the time series; Fig. 8a–b). The OGS-x2 ensemble mean also exceeds the range of internal variability during some intervals of the last millennium (particularly during the 15th century) where the SAM is more negative than can be explained by internal variability alone (Fig. 7d). However, for individual ensemble members with intermediate-amplitude solar forcing, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that there is no correlation. Using a bootstrapping approach (N = 10000) to our OGS-x2 ensemble mean SAM index further finds a significant correlation with its radiative forcing (P < 0.05) relative to a random distribution of the model data.
Figure 6. Surface anomalies (relative to the control run) for the first 200 years of the different solar constant experiments. (a) MSLP anomaly (shaded) and surface wind anomalies (vectors). (b) Surface temperature anomaly (shaded), with temperature contours additionally shown at 0.5 °C increments (to assist in interpreting $S + 35$). Regions that are significantly different (based on a Welch’s $t$ test, $P < 0.05$) are shown, while areas where $P \geq 0.05$ have been masked out.

In contrast, the SAM index for the high-amplitude OGS-Shapiro simulations is significantly correlated with the radiative forcing anomaly (Fig. 8c). The correlation coefficient between radiative forcing and the SAM index in the ensemble mean is 0.64 ($P < 0.05$, $N_{\text{eff}} = 14.4$) for pre-industrial times (i.e. 850–1900 CE). The correlation between the OGS-Shapiro ensemble mean SAM index and its radiative forcing remains significant ($P < 0.05$; relative to a random distribution of the model data) when tested against a bootstrapping approach ($N = 10,000$). Each of the individual ensemble members in the high-amplitude solar experiments also displays a significant long-term SAM–radiative forcing relationship over the last millennium, demonstrating a forced signal detectable beyond the large range of internal SAM variability (Fig. 7e).

We explore this relationship further by binning the model results across all of the transient experiments based on the magnitude of radiative forcing (Fig. 9). Increasingly negative radiative forcing anomalies result in an increasingly negative SAM index (Fig. 9a–b). Binning across all ensemble members based on radiative forcing anomalies further illustrates the linear relationship between reduced radiative forcing and a more negative mean SAM (Fig. 9b). The zonal mean MSLP and temperature profiles (Fig. 9c–d) and spatial structure of MSLP anomalies (Fig. 9e–h) are consistent with the anomalies produced in the solar constant experiments (Fig. 5). This suggests a consistent response of mid- to high-latitude Southern Hemisphere climate to changes in solar forcing within the CSIRO Mk3L experiments that is also robust across different experiment designs.

Overall, our experiments show that a decrease in solar radiative forcing (in both the constant solar and transient solar-forcing runs) results in a mean negative SAM shift. Reducing solar forcing by 1.5–1.0 W m$^{-2}$ is roughly equivalent to a $\sim 7$ W m$^{-2}$ reduction in the solar constant (based on scaling the change in TSI by 0.7/4; Lean and Rind, 1998). Both the $S - 7$ fixed solar constant experiment and high-amplitude transient radiative forcing of $-1.5$ to $-1.0$ W m$^{-2}$ result in a statistically significant negative anomaly in the SAM that is detectable despite the large magnitude of unforced internal variability of the SAM. These simulation results with the CSIRO Mk3L model suggest that reconstructed negative SAM conditions during the last millennium could have been the result of reduced solar forcing at this time.

4 Comparison with reconstructions

Previous work using low-amplitude solar-forcing experiments has not found any significant relationship between solar forcing and reconstructed long-term changes in the annual SAM during the last millennium (Abram et al., 2014; Dätwyler et al., 2018). However, extreme changes in solar forcing in our model experiments that are comparable with high-amplitude estimates of solar irradiance anomalies during the last millennium (Shapiro et al., 2011) are able to produce a significant change in the mean SAM index, where a $-7$ W m$^{-2}$ change in solar irradiance (or a roughly $-1.23$ W m$^{-2}$ change in radiative forcing) results in a significant negative shift in the mean SAM index. To further explore whether solar forcing may help to explain reconstructed trends in the SAM during the last millennium, we
compare our model results with proxy-based SAM reconstructions (see Sect. 2.1).

To test the significance of changes in the SAM during the last millennium, we use each of the SAM reconstructions to assess whether 70-year sliding windows of the annual SAM reconstructions are significantly ($P < 0.05$; Wilcoxon rank-sum test) more negative than a 70-year reference window of the reconstruction between 1831 and 1900 CE. This reference interval was chosen as it is prior to strong positive SAM trends caused by anthropogenic forcing during the 20th century and is longer than the standard 50-year pre-industrial period so as to improve the robustness of the distribution testing. These tests show that across all three reconstructions the SAM index was significantly more negative between approximately 1390 and 1715 CE compared with the 1831–1900 CE reference interval (Fig. 10). The A14 and A14-rescaled reconstructions also indicate significant negative SAM distributions prior to around 1140CE (Fig. 10).

**Figure 7.** SAM index anomaly based on the different Mk3L simulations. SAM index anomaly is calculated relative to 1900–1999 CE mean and shown as 70-year moving averages. (a) Orbital-only (O) simulation; (b) orbital and greenhouse gases (OG) simulation; (c) orbital, greenhouse gases, and low-amplitude solar-forcing (OGS) simulation; (d) orbital, greenhouse gases, and the intermediate-amplitude solar-forcing (OGS-x2) simulation; (e) orbital, greenhouse gases, and high-amplitude solar (OGS-Shapiro) simulation. Thick lines refer to the ensemble mean, while thin lines denote the individual ensemble members. Dashed lines on all subplots show the ±2σ range based on the orbital-only (O) simulations, representing internal variability.
Carrying out the same distribution tests on the CSIRO Mk3L transient simulations (Fig. 11) shows that there are no significant negative shifts of the SAM index during the last millennium in the OGS ensemble mean with low-amplitude solar forcing. By comparison, the OGS-Shapiro ensemble mean shows a strong and sustained negative SAM shift that peaked at approximately 1460 CE. This is in good agreement with the interval where all SAM reconstructions also display a significant negative shift in the SAM. The OGS-Shapiro ensemble mean also shows earlier intervals where the SAM index is significantly more negative than the 1831–1900 CE reference interval. Exact matches in the start and end times of significant negative shifts caused by solar forcing in the SAM simulations and reconstructions are not expected due to the additional effect of large unforced internal variability in the SAM (i.e. as seen in differences between ensemble members runs with the same solar forcing). However, we do find that the maximum significance in negative SAM distribution shifts in the OGS-Shapiro ensemble mean is around 1460 CE (Fig. 11d), which matches the timing of maximum significant shifts in all of the last millennium SAM reconstructions (Fig. 10d; approximately 1415–1560 CE). We also find a strongly significant negative shift in the simulated SAM index peaking at around 1025 CE (Fig. 11d), which coincides with the reconstructed significant shift in the A14 and A14-rescaled reconstructions prior to 1140 CE (Fig. 10).

Direct correlation of the reconstructions and transient simulations further shows that the A14 proxy-based SAM reconstruction shares significant ($P < 0.05$) variance during the pre-industrial last millennium (1000–1900 CE) with the ensemble mean SAM index of the transient solar scenario simulations run with CSIRO Mk3L (Fig. 12a). The increasing strength of the correlations with increasing magnitude of solar forcing indicates improved coherence between the multi-decadal variability and long-term trends of the reconstructed and modelled SAM when strong solar forcing is used over the last millennium. There are differences in the shorter-term details of the modelled and reconstructed SAM indices, such as the timing during the 1400s when the most negative SAM conditions are reached. However, these differences are of a comparable magnitude to the internal variability between ensemble members of the same experiment (Fig. 8) and thus may simply represent differences between realisations (including the reconstructed single real-world realisation) in un-
forced variability of the SAM on top of the solar-forced variability and trends.

We further explore the robustness of the correlation between the simulated SAM and the A14 proxy-based SAM reconstruction by using a bootstrapping approach to randomly reorder the ensemble mean SAM indices from our transient solar-forcing experiments \((N = 10000)\). Based on this, we find that the OGS simulation is not significantly correlated with the A14 reconstruction any more than could be explained by a random distribution of simulated data. However, we find that both the OGS-x2 and OGS-Shapiro ensemble mean SAM index are significantly correlated to the A14 reconstruction \((P < 0.05; \text{relative to a random distribution of model data})\).

The D18 SAM reconstruction during the pre-industrial last millennium is not significantly correlated with the ensemble mean SAM index of any of the CSIRO Mk3L transient solar-forcing experiments (Fig. 13a). Based on a bootstrapping approach \((N = 10000)\), the OGS-Shapiro ensemble mean SAM index is significantly correlated \((P < 0.05; \text{relative to a random distribution of simulated data})\) to the D18 reconstruction, while there is no significant correlation between the D18 reconstruction and the OGS and OGS-x2 ensemble mean SAM index. This appears to be mostly related to differences between the modelled and reconstructed SAM indices prior to 1400. This also corresponds to an apparent increase in the magnitude of noise within the D18 reconstruction prior to 1400 (Fig. 10c) and a reduction of reconstruction skill (negative reduction of error, RE) for the D18 reconstruction prior to 1400 (Dätwyler et al., 2018) and may reflect reduced reconstruction fidelity due to the sparse proxy network during the early stages of the last millennium. Visually, the maximum negative SAM anomaly during the 1400s and the long-term positive trend since that time appears to correspond well between the transient simulations and the D18 reconstruction, particularly for the strong amplitude solar-forcing experiments (Fig. 13a).

5 Discussion

There have so far been few studies exploring the influence of high-amplitude changes in solar forcing during the last millennium. Research by Schurer et al. (2014) found little influence of stronger solar variability on Northern Hemisphere temperature reconstructions of the last millennium using the HadCM3 model. However, a comparison of the Shapiro et al. (2011) solar-forced run in HadCM3 (Schurer et al., 2014) and our OGS-Shapiro simulation show some similarities in the long-term trends of the SAM index (Fig. 12). In particular, both CSIRO Mk3L and HadCM3 show a large negative excursion in the SAM index around 1450 CE in their strong solar-forcing simulations (Fig. 12, purple and red time series in Fig. 12a and b, respectively). The transient strong solar-forcing simulation from HadCM3 has a significant \((P < 0.05)\) correlation with both proxy-based SAM reconstructions \((r = 0.48\) for A14, and \(r = 0.73\) for D18).
In contrast, last millennium correlations are not significant for the SAM reconstructions with the ensemble mean SAM index in the HadCM3 weak solar-forcing-only simulation and full-forcing (including weak solar-forcing) simulations (Figs. 12b, 13b). The HadCM3 strong solar-forcing experiment thus corroborates our findings using CSIRO Mk3L, indicating that the high-amplitude solar forcing of last millennium simulations has a detectable effect on the annual SAM that improves the agreement between modelled realisations of the SAM index and proxy-based SAM reconstructions.

Solar activity is thought to influence climate, the SAM, and its Northern Hemisphere equivalent – the Northern Annular Mode (NAM) – through either “top-down” (e.g., via changes associated with stratospheric–tropospheric coupling due to ozone- and UV-related stratospheric temperature and wind variations; Gray et al., 2010) or “bottom-up” mechanisms (e.g., through associated changes in sea surface temperature (SST) and ocean heat uptake; Gray et al., 2010; Meehl et al., 2008). Notably, resolving the former mechanism requires climate model simulations using interactive stratospheric chemistry that are computationally expensive to run (and not currently feasible for the last millennium), while bottom-up drivers do not require a well-resolved strato-
Figure 12. Comparison of simulated SAM index and the A14 SAM reconstruction between 1000 and 1900 CE. Time series (left column) of the SAM index (70-year moving averages stepped by 35 years, calculated relative to 1900–1999 CE historical mean) from ensemble means of transient simulations and SAM reconstructions (black line; A14) (a) for transient experiments from CSIRO Mk3L using low- (blue, OGS), intermediate- (green, OGSx2), and high-amplitude (purple, OGS-Shapiro) solar forcing (b) for simulations from HadCM3 (Schurer et al., 2014), including the full-forcing (blue), weak-solar (orange), and strong-solar (“solar Shapiro” runs using Shapiro et al., 2011; red) simulations. Note that there is only a single member for the strong-solar scenario and that the solar-forcing simulations from HadCM3 do not include greenhouse gases (whereas the full forcing simulation does). This results in the last millennium SAM index from the full-forcing simulation having a lower mean than the solar-forcing-only experiments when calculated relative to the 1900–1999 CE historical mean. Scatter plots (right column) show the correlation between the simulated ensemble mean and reconstructed SAM indices, as 70-year moving averages stepped by 35 years, and $r$ values between the simulated and reconstructed SAM index are shown in bold text where $P < 0.05$.

Figure 13. Comparison of simulated SAM index and the D18 SAM reconstruction between 1000 and 1900 CE. Time series of the SAM index (70-year moving averages stepped by 35 years; ensemble mean: thick line; ensemble members: thin lines) from transient simulations and SAM reconstruction (70-year moving averages stepped by 35 years) from D18 (black line) for (a) solar transient experiments from CSIRO Mk3L, and (b) simulations from HadCM3 (Schurer et al., 2014), including the full-forcing (blue), weak-solar (orange), and strong-solar (i.e. Shapiro et al., 2011; red) simulations. Note that the solar-forcing simulations from HadCM3 do not include greenhouse gases. Scatter plots show the correlation between 70-year moving averages of the simulated SAM index and the 70-year moving average of the reconstructed SAM index for the ensemble mean, and $r$ values between the simulated and reconstructed SAM index where $P < 0.05$ are shown in bold text.
sphere or changes in stratospheric ozone (Meehl et al., 2008). Studies based on observations and/or chemistry-enabled climate models have previously suggested that the SAM (and the NAM) is sensitive to changes in solar activity associated with the 11-year solar cycle (Kuroda et al., 2007; Kuroda and Kodera, 2005; Kuroda and Shibata, 2006; Gray et al., 2010, 2013; Ma et al., 2018; Kuroda, 2018; Arblaster and Meehl, 2006). These studies link variations in the SAM and NAM to changes in stratospheric temperatures and/or stratospheric–tropospheric coupling. For example, during years of higher solar activity, there is a stratospheric extension of the SAM signal (Kuroda and Kodera, 2005), related to a corresponding increase in stratospheric–tropospheric coupling (Kuroda et al., 2007). A similar process is seen for the NAM, though there may be a 2–4-year lagged response of positive NAM following a solar high (Gray et al., 2013; Ma et al., 2018). Solar activity incites variations in stratospheric temperature and winds related to changes in UV irradiance and ozone production, while associated variations in stratospheric–tropospheric coupling result in changes in surface climate (e.g. a top-down forcing) (Gray et al., 2010). This varies from proposed bottom-up mechanisms for solar variations influencing surface climate, which involve changes in SST and ocean heat uptake during periods of increased solar activity, resulting in an increase in latent heat flux and evaporation, which ultimately leads to intensified precipitation along convergence zones, stronger trade winds (Meehl et al., 2008, 2003; Gray et al., 2010), and less heating over the ocean than land (Meehl et al., 2003).

Solar forcing may also influence climate through a combination of both top-down and bottom-up mechanisms (Rind et al., 2008), and simulations with both mechanisms working together result in a stronger tropical SST response more similar to observations than simulations with only a single mechanism (Meehl et al., 2009).

As the models examined in this study do not have a well-resolved stratosphere or incorporate interactive stratospheric ozone, we suggest our simulated changes in the SAM are caused by a bottom-up mechanism. We find comparable changes in our increased solar constant experiments to previous studies invoking a bottom-up mechanism, such as an increase in equatorial evaporation and precipitation and a greater increase in land surface temperatures than over the ocean (Fig. 6). Within the atmosphere, our experiments show an increase in solar forcing causes an increase in temperature throughout the tropics, with a larger increase in the upper troposphere than at the surface, cooling in the high-latitude upper troposphere, and a reduced warming in the lower troposphere along 40–60° S (Fig. 14b). This increase in temperature is combined with a westerly wind anomaly that spans from the tropical upper troposphere to the high latitudes (~50° S) and extends into the lower troposphere (Fig. 14a) – all of which are similar to the climate effects simulated from an increase in radiative forcing by greenhouse gases (e.g. Kushner et al., 2001; Lim and Simmonds, 2009; Butler et al., 2011). The poleward contraction in the westerly jets around 55° S is particularly pronounced in the S+7 and S+35 scenarios, as is the increased meridional temperature gradient (e.g. tropics warming faster than the Southern Ocean), leading to the development of a mean positive SAM state. A decrease in solar forcing results in an approximately inverse pattern: cooling (warming) in the tropical (high-latitude) upper troposphere, cooling across the lower troposphere (Fig. 14b), and a decrease in the zonal wind anomaly across the tropical–high-latitude upper troposphere and into the high-latitude lower troposphere (Fig. 14a). Overall, this indicates a weakening of the westerly jet (i.e. negative zonal wind anomaly around ~50° S) in response to a decrease in solar forcing. Solar forcing affects climate differently to greenhouse gas forcing: solar forcing is primarily shortwave and varies seasonally and spatially, with greater influence in the tropics, while greenhouse gas forcing is more spatially uniform (Meehl et al., 2003). Nevertheless, it is possible that we find a broadly similar tropospheric response, as expected from greenhouse gases, due to the extremely large magnitude of the changes in our solar-forcing experiments combined with exploring transient mean state changes over only the first 200 years (Fig. 4).

Overall, our findings suggest that the effects of solar forcing on the SAM are not adequately represented in current last millennium climate simulations. It is possible that the reconstructed minimum in the SAM during the 15th century was a response to a minimum in solar irradiance at this time and that this solar response is not reproduced in last millennium simulations that are forced with low-amplitude solar forcing. However, our results do not necessarily imply that solar forcing of the last millennium involved the large amplitude changes of the Shapiro et al. (2011) forcing scenario. The large amplitude of the solar forcing used in our transient experiments was a plausible forcing scenario provided as an option for last millennium experiment design of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (Schmidt et al., 2012). However, this strong solar-forcing scenario (i.e. Shapiro et al., 2011) has rarely been applied in last millennium simulations, and it has been argued that the magnitude of TSI change in Shapiro et al. (2011) have been overestimated by a factor of 2 (Judge et al., 2012). Instead, it may be that in climate models that do not have the interactive atmospheric chemistry needed to permit solar impacts on stratospheric ozone, a large amplitude of solar forcing is instead needed to reproduce the last millennium climate impacts on the SAM that were caused by more modest solar-forcing changes. While we cannot rule out the possibility that the strength of the forcing allows our experiments to reproduce changes in the SAM without a realistic representation of all the forcings involved, our strong solar-forcing experiments produce a SAM response that better replicates reconstructed changes in the SAM during the last millennium.
Figure 14. Atmospheric profiles for the Southern Hemisphere mean anomalies for the first 200 years of each solar constant experiment. Anomalies are calculated relative to the long-term control. (a) Zonal wind anomalies (shaded) and contours of the control zonal wind (lines). (b) Temperature anomalies (shaded), where contour lines of the temperature anomaly are additionally shown in 0.5°C increments to assist in interpreting S−15 and S+35.
6 Conclusion

Palaeoclimate reconstructions indicate large changes in the SAM during pre-industrial times that are not replicated in current last millennium climate simulations. We explore changes in solar forcing on the SAM using solar constant and last millennium transient simulations that cover large amplitude solar changes and find that the SAM index significantly decreases (increases) with a decrease (increase) in solar forcing. The magnitude of solar-forcing change required for a significant change in the SAM index is much greater than the most commonly used solar-forcing scenarios for the last millennium. We find an approximately 7 W m$^{-2}$ decrease in total solar irradiance (or 1.5 W m$^{-2}$ decrease in radiative forcing) required before the effect of solar forcing on the SAM can be distinguished from the large range of unforced SAM variability. Transient simulations of the last millennium with strong solar forcing result in an improved and significant agreement with proxy-based reconstructions of the SAM. It is plausible that solar forcing may have been an important driver in long-term SAM trends prior to the strong anthro- pogenic forcing of the 20th and 21st centuries and that current climate model simulations of the last millennium do not adequately represent the effect of solar variability on mid- to high-latitude Southern Hemisphere climate. This may be due to a higher magnitude of solar irradiance changes than is usually applied in last millennium simulations or (more likely) the absence of important physical and chemical processes in coupled global climate models that would allow more moderate changes in solar forcing to have a discernible impact on high-latitude climate.
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